
Cutting Recommendations:
conVerd Board is designed to be 
easily cut using a die, guillotine, and   
many of the CNC routers using i-cut 
in the market.

Easy to install:
Use with grommets and frames or 
with an easel, double-side tape, 
Velcro or suction cups. 

Suitable for framing, because it is 
acid free.

conVerd Board™ 

(rigid media)

Applications 

  Hanging signage

  Indoor POP

  Menu boards

  Standees

  End caps

  Aisle markers

 

 

Window signage

 

 

Trade show signage

 

 

Displays

 

 

Table tops

 

 

Danglers

 Custom packaging

 

  

 

conVerd Board™ is a paper based, rigid, 
environmentally sustainable, and fully 
recyclable alternative for structural signage 
applications in the wide-format marketplace.  

conVerd Board™ is FSC  certified by® 
 Rainforest Alliance. It offers a bright white, 

dimensionally stable rigid surface and is 
designed for indoor and short-term outdoor 
point-of-purchase and signage applications.  
conVerd Board comes in two options: 
uncoated and coated two side (C2S), in a   
wide range of calipers and sheet sizes.

conVerd Board™ incorporates 10% 
post-consumer waste to achieve maximum 
sustainability without sacrificing the print quality 
or surface characteristics required for critical 
POP applications.  The product is created to 
be moisture resistant and maintain superior 
dimensional stability during the typical 
changes in temperature and humidity that 
tend to effect other rigid medias. 

conVerd Board™ is the only board product
in the market with green in the middle! 
Unlike low quality boards made of bleached 
OCC (old corrugated cardboard) that will 
warp and compromise the look of your 
signage overtime, we feature a unique green 
middlesheet, which allows customers to identify 
thishigh-quality sustainable product, without 
taking away the overall appearance. 

Patent Pending
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Made in USA    

Ink Compatibility

Offset Screen Solvent Ecosolvent Latex UV Flatbed

       X         

 
Available sizes

  
 

 

Quantity

1.5mm

  
 

  
 

 
  

 

48” x 96”

  

60” x 120”

   
 

(1.22m x 2.44m)

 

(1.52m x 3.05m)

  

 
 

conVerd Board™

               

Maximum size up to 96 “x 144” / 2.44mx 3.65m

 X         

63” x 123”
(1.60m x 3.12m)

3mm 3.5mm 6mm

 X          X          X          X         

 X          X          X         

 X          X          X         

3mm   25 per carton / 325 per pallet 

 

Premium 3.5mm  25 per carton / 300 per pallet 

 

6mm   25 per carton / 200 per pallet                                 

1.5mm   50 per carton / 600 per pallet 

    

 X         

Coated

Uncoated

Technical Data

     BrightnessBasis Weight (lb/MSF)           Thickness

3mm / 1/8”                        180                         49 MD / 36 CD                    170+   97+     

                 235                        70 MD / 50 CD                     225+ mm5.3 muimerP   97+     

6mm                                   280                        75 MD / 55 CD                     200+                                 97+      

1.5mm / 1/16”                   115                      25.5 MD / 20.4 CD                 53.5+                              97+     

   

Flexural Rigidity (in/lb) Edge Crush (in/lb)

renew  -  reuse  -  sustain
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